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Abstract. Micro concentrator photovoltaics (micro-CPV) is an unconventional approach for developing high-efficiency 
low-cost PV systems. The micrifying of cells and optics brings about an increase of efficiency with respect to classical 
CPV, at the expense of some fundamental challenges at mass production. The large costs linked to miniaturization under 
conventional serial-assembly processes raise the need for the development of parallel manufacturing technologies. In 
return, the tiny sizes involved allows exploring unconventional optical architectures or revisiting conventional concepts 
that were typically discarded because of large material consumption or high bulk absorption at classical CPV sizes. 

INTRODUCTION 

The promise of concentrator photovoltaics (CPV) for cost reduction of solar electricity through high efficiency 
and moderate costs has been challenged by the recent cessation of activity of many CPV players. This commercial 
failure stands in contrast to the technical success achieved in the area, with modules approaching 40% efficiency [1]. 
However, CPV system prices remained considerably higher than flat-plate systems despite a fast learning rate, 
which promises a reduction from the current 2.8 $/W to 1 $/W target price when approaching 10 GW of installed 
capacity [2]. The large capital investments required to achieve this increasing capacity are not likely today due to the 
lack of demand and investor fatigue. Alternatively, cost reductions may be pursued through the development of 
unconventional novel module architectures and/or drawing from the experience of industries employing similar 
manufacturing processes. Micro-scale concentrating photovoltaics (micro-CPV) is one of these alternative 
approaches, which has been already explored for some years now [3]–[5]. Semprius and Panasonic (Fig. 1) are 
among the high-tech companies that have already achieved module efficiencies around 35% [6], [7]. In the 
authoritative paper “Roadmap on optical energy conversion” this approach of micro-CPV is described as a 
‘tantalizing new approach’ [8]. In table 1 some recent micro-CPV prototypes have been listed. 

 
FIGURE 1. Panasonic micro-CPV prototype with dimensions and a layout scheme. [11] – Reproduced with permission 
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MICRO-SCALE CONCENTRATOR PHOTOVOLTAICS 

The idea behind micro-CPV is to reduce cell size to the sub-mm range in order to gain a wide range of benefits, 
at the expense of introducing some manufacturing challenges linked to the tiny size of the cells and the increased 
number of units to manipulate. Micro-CPV reduces the bulkiness of CPV modules as their thickness, weight and 
volume are proportional to the cell size – with cells sizes of 400 μm in side and 1000X, f/1.4 concentration optics, 
the module width is reduced to 2 cm (see Panasonic module in figure 1).  Hence, flat-plate-like weight and form 
factors are possible, easing manipulation, avoiding transportation of empty cases and reducing energy footprint [10]. 
Furthermore, cell temperature is reduced because a lower amount of heat is concentrated on each cell, which creates 
a more homogeneous heat distribution on the back plane. Besides, the reduced thickness increases the contribution 
of the front side to heat dissipation (as in a flat plate). Consequently, alternative low-cost substrates (e.g. PCB-like) 
without any heat sink may be used and the thermal stresses on the solar cell and the die attach are reduced. Likewise, 
the current generated at each cell is much lower, so the series resistance losses can be reduced taking advantage of 
the larger freedom in series/parallel interconnections (very-high voltage modules are a possibility). Moreover, series 
resistance losses due to any light inhomogeneity on the solar cell might be dramatically reduced due to the very 
short current paths involved [11], [9]. This lower impact of the sheet resistance opens the way to alternative lower 
cost electrical contacts like transparent conductive layers [12]. A cost study was presented by Sandia Labs predicting 
a 0.50 $/Watt-peak using 25% efficient solar cells and concentrating with 100X suns [13]. Further more detailed 
studies by Sandia show that the predicted cost is indeed possible and could be even reduced using cells with 
efficiencies between 40-50% [14]. Compromise has to be taken in account with the optics, which cause an increase 
in production costs with an increase in concentration [15]. 

TABLE 1. Current micro-CPV prototypes, listed together with their efficiency and source. 

Company/Institute 

 

Cell Type Concentration Dimension 

 

Nº Cells  

 

Year Ref. 

Panasonic 3J III-V  625X 50x50x20 mm3 25 34.7 % 2014 [6] 

Sharp 3J + Si 250X 57x57 mm² 16 32.7 % 2016 [40] 

Sandia Labs Si 36X 95x28 mm² 216 12.4 % 2013 [13] 

Sandia Labs MJ III-V 100X 16x15x5.3 mm³ 240 19.0 % 2014 [13] 

IRDEP FR CIGS 73X 50x50 mm² 2500 12.6 % 2016 [12] 

Semprius MJ III-V 1111X 500x500 mm² 400 35.0 % 2016 [7] 

Insolight MJ III-V    36.4 % 2017  

Morgan Solar MJ III-V    29.0 % 2017  

Manufacturing Challenges 

The price for reducing cell size is paid on manufacturability. A variety of challenges appear: the manipulation 
and interconnection of thousands of elements per m2, the optical alignment of different stages with micrometric 
precision, the fabrication of precision micro-optics, the usage of advanced materials, the integration of micro-
systems over large areas… For instance, a trade-off exist in conventional serial robotic pick-and-place between 
throughput, cost and placement accuracy. The cost per operation may vary widely, but for 500micron cells at 1000X 
this could mean costs up to $5 for cell assembly alone [16]. Furthermore, one may find stiction problems below a 
certain size that prevent this tool from being used. Therefore, alternative parallel assembly techniques have to be 
explored to achieve micro-CPV modules with a low manufacturing cost [17], figure 2. 
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Parallel Assembly and Interconnection 

The needs of micro-CPV can easily find synergies with the fast-paced micro-fabrication and macro-electronic 
industries producing flexible displays, LED lighting, micro-electro-mechanical systems, photonic sensors or 
intelligent radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags, which can generate mutually beneficial cross-pollination 
processes. 

 
FIGURE 2. The module cost is plotted against the cell size in cm for a low concentrating 20% efficiency module. The dotted red 

line represents the evolution of the cost if the serial assembly cost could be neglected. 

Self-assembly and transfer printing techniques have been largely explored for positioning of inorganic devices. 
In self-assembly, the parts find their place in a predefined pattern autonomously. Different approaches exist 
depending of the forces and processes driving self-alignment: shape matching, capillary forces, magnetic, 
electrophoretic, dielectrophoretic… The criteria of choice depend mostly on material compatibility, desired 
throughput and alignment accuracy or the acceptable yield. Probably the most interesting for micro-CPV is fluidic 
self-assembly (FSA), which is based on interfacial energy minimization [19] [20]. It was already applied in the 90s 
for positioning GaAs LEDs on a Si-wafer [21] and has in recent year been applied to create flexible LED displays 
on patterned assemblies [22]. The alignment accuracy can reach sub microns [23]. The Panasonic micro-CPV 
module uses FSA to place micro multi-junction solar cells with back contacts, to achieve a simpler interconnection 
[9]. These cells show efficiencies of 41% under 500 suns. The module itself with a single optic shows efficiencies of 
37% [24].  

Electrophoretic directed assembly has been explored for creating a micro-chiplet printer over a substrate [16]. An 
array of addressable electrodes controls the electric fields to direct the semiconductor dies to the receiving locations, 
but a charge pattern has to be previously added to the dies for creating polarity. 

The other main technique that has been widely demonstrated for the parallel assembly of semiconductor dies and 
other inorganic devices is transfer printing [17]. An elastomer stamp collects the solar cells from a donor wafer at 
spatially selected locations, and transfers them to a target substrate in a deterministic way. Retrieval is carried out 
just by contacting the cells with the stamp and pulling the stamp away from the substrate with sufficiently high 
velocity ( 10 cm·s 1 or faster). Van der Walls interactions dominate this adhesion. Then the stamp is applied to the 
receiver substrate and peeled back with sufficiently low velocity ( 1 mm·s 1 or slower) so that the cells adhere to 
the substrate preferentially. Semprius CPV modules claimed to employ this technology for placing cells on the 
substrate [7]. 

Another popular method for parallel deposition is inkjet printing. This method has become popular within the 
thin film transistor (TFT) technology for printing metal oxide films [25]. Whole circuits can be printed/created 
(including: resistors, capacitators and inductors) on flexible films [26]. For micro-CPV this method might be 
interesting for cell interconnection. The low temperature of the process allows integration of a wider range of 
materials as well. Reliability and contact resistance will have to be properly optimized, though.  

Some of the assembly methods described have already been implemented in roll-to-roll (R2R) processing, which 
would eventually lead to dramatic cost reductions [22], [27]. R2R allows the possibility to manufacture in a simple, 
scalable and cost-effective way [28].  
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Alternative Optics Manufacturing 

The small dimensions of micro CPV optics may lead to optical surfaces with tiny feature sizes, which would in 
turn allow considering the use of large-area optics production processes similar to those used in flexible screens, 
notably R2R processes (hot embossing or nano-imprint lithography [29], [30]), advanced microelectronic process 
(etching, lithography plus baking [12], PDMS replication[31]) or 3D printing. Most R2R produced lens systems 
have been made with PMMA, being a material which can be easily imprinted using R2R [32]. The process of 3D 
printing of lenses is simple: depositing droplets of polymer and curing them shortly after [33]. Surface roughness 
and impurities in the material are challenges of optimizing this technique [34]. 

Unconventional Optical Approaches 

Due to the miniaturized optical path and low heat per cell of micro-CPV, alternative optical approaches that 
could not be considered in classical CPV may now be enabled, e.g. integrated tracking, all-dielectric optics like CPC 
or light guides, or hybridization with one-sun solar cells for collecting diffuse light. Cylinder micro-optics [3], slab 
waveguides [35] or completely-filled flexible point-focus arrays [13] were some of the first micro-CPV concepts to 
appear. Another concept explored uses an injection molded polycarbonate lens, with primary half-sphere lenses and 
secondary conic-shaped dielectric totally internal reflection concentrators (DTIRC) [36].  

Embedded or integrated tracking schemes are of special interest for micro-CPV due to its thin form factor, which 
would open up their use in rooftop systems [37]. Most concepts can be divided in two categories: either the optics or 
the cell are moved throughout the day in order to keep the cell at the focus [34], or some physical change is operated 
at the site of the concentrated spot in order to guide the light towards the solar cell [37]. Luminescent solar 
concentrators (LSC) may fall into this category as well [38]. Luminescent particles (organic-dyes or quantum dots) 
are embedded inside waveguide material (e.g. in secondary optics). Photons are absorbed from direct and diffuse 
sunlight and are re-emitted. Efficiencies are difficult to compare as the size plays a major role. Efficiencies of 7.1% 
are obtained [38]. Poor photo-stability is still a problem with this technology [39]. 

Hybrid PV/CPV approaches where silicon cells and concentrator cells share the backplane are enabled by the 
fact that concentrated spots from small lenses will not introduce large temperature gradients and will do no harm to 
the silicon cells when the concentrator becomes misaligned. The rationale behind this architecture is to capture both 
direct and diffuse components of the solar radiation [40] . 

CONCLUSIONS 

Micro-CPV creates a roadmap to low-cost, high-efficiency photovoltaics and the novel concepts involved open 
up the possibility of exploring new markets like residential, rooftop/BIPV or large off-grid autonomy. However, it 
requires the development of enabling manufacturing processes that are already being explored by other industries 
like LED lighting, notably parallel assembly and interconnection of solar cells (e.g. self-assembly or inkjet printing) 
and large-area scalable optical fabrication (e.g. hot embossing or casting). In turn, the tiny sizes involved allows 
exploring unconventional optical architectures or revisiting conventional concepts that were typically discarded 
because of large material consumption or high bulk absorption at classical CPV sizes. 
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